Peripheral positional acuity: retinal and cortical constraints on 2-dot separation discrimination under photopic and scotopic conditions.
The precision of discriminating the separation of two dots was measured as a function of separation for eccentricities of 0-10 deg under photopic and scotopic conditions. At each eccentricity, the 2-dot separation discrimination thresholds showed a V-shaped dependence on separation. For separations less than approximately twice the resolution threshold, performance deteriorated from photopic to scotopic conditions and appeared to be limited by ganglion cell receptive field size or spacing. For separations smaller than 10% of the effective eccentricity (eccentricity + 0.6 deg), the photopic 2-dot separation discrimination thresholds were significantly better than 3-dot bisection thresholds previously measured under similar experimental conditions, supporting the hypothesis that 3-dot bisection suffers from spatial interference for these separations. Interestingly, under scotopic conditions, 2-dot separation discrimination thresholds were better than resolution for a range of separations at each eccentricity, implying that cone input was not necessary for hyperacuity performance. 2-dot separation discrimination thresholds for large separations were little changed from photopic to scotopic luminance conditions.